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LM12014 KD meeting discussion. 
 

The discussion 
 

The NB will divide the delegates into four working groups to discuss four issues and 

encourage everyone to think about these both based upon ISU’s meetings with KD and 

independent of that. Delegates are advised to discuss with other local branches and members 

in advance and to provide critical thinking. The working groups will be chaired by the NB 

members so that all input and suggestions will be included in the further process. 
 

Overarching questions: 
 

What sort of reflection should ISU’s policy documents contain? 

 

Themes for discussion: 

 

1. Tuition fees and the visa requirement of 92,000 and how do we convince government 

that students can sustain themselves in the end? 

2. Inclusion of international students: student parliament, international office cooperation 

and Red cross and Norwegian Courses 

3. Quote scheme and evaluation 

4. Local branch continuity handbook and practical documents update 

 

1. Tuition Fees. 

 

ISU Norway participates in many organisations. Several of these have programs or policy 

recommendations for higher education and research in Norway 

 

 What should ISU Norway say about the Norwegian education policy? Should we say 

anything about how the current process works for international students? And what 

should that be ? 

 

Commercialisation of education is a growing trend in EU countries. Tuition and the idea that 

students are customers who buy a finished "product" is on the rise, which comes at the cost of 

the view of students as part of the production of knowledge and faculty in academia. Within 

the framework of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) of the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) it is attempted to treat education as a commodity. 

 

 What should ISU make of commercialisation of education in Norway? 

 Should Norway have a principled approach on free tuition fees for international 

students, or should they introduce tuition fees? 

 Why should Norway not follow its neighbours and introduce tuition fees? 

 What does Norway stand to gain on more international students coming to Norway? 

 Does free tuition reduce quality of education in Norway? Or will tuition fees improve? 
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Visa renewal requirements 

 

Several countries in the EU, discusses the effects of competition between countries in the 

provision of higher education. To "attract the best minds” is one of the reasons why we want 

international students to the country. In the meantime, many countries lack the study aid that 

allows students to study in Norway with no financial support from home. Although Norway 

does not have tuition fees, international students must have approx. 92,000 on a bank account 

to able to study in Norway in order to demonstrate that the student will be able to cover their 

costs during their studies. 

 

 What kind of conditions should Norway put in place to replace the 92,000? 

 How can students proof that they can sustain themselves if the 92,000 is removed? 

 How the UDI will know that the students are able to support themselves? 

 Are students’ studies affected by the condition and have had to drop from programme? 

 Should international students from countries without sufficient financial support in the 

country offered support from Norway? 

 

Internationalisation of education is seen as a benefit without always explain why. Improved 

quality of education, formation, understanding, linking nations together, peace and solidarity 

might be some of the reasons for this. 

 

2. Inclusion of international students locally 

 

Inclusion of international students locally is not just about what the institution does, but also 

what students, student democracies and non-governmental organizations working with the 

student do. Local variation in how to approach the inclusion locally is huge. Institutions that 

fill different social tasks in inclusion of international students very different degrees. 

 

 What should local branches do to cooperate with student parliament?  

 Should they invite international officer to sit in the board meetings or should they send 

a board member to sit in the student parliament meetings? 

 From outside? Is this a national or local responsibility? 

 Should local branches collaborate more on inclusion strategies and initiatives? 

 How should ISU approach inclusion of local branches? 

 

One can often see a tendency for international students primarily hanging with each other 

instead of with Norwegian students. ISU is a political organisation that organises both parties 

and movie nights, etc. ISU local branch members also sit in certain parliaments on behalf of 

the international students. ESN (Erasmus Student Network) operates primarily with social 

work, parties  etc. aimed at European exchange students. 

 

 What sort of relationship should ISU local branches have student parliaments, 

international office, rector’s office and other non-government organisations such as 

Red Cross? 
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There are no easy solutions on how to get international students engage and be included in 

academic environments at their institutions. It is noticeable, however, that in areas where 

Norwegian and international students meet and perform similar tasks, such as student 

associations, this creates integration between international and Norwegian students. 

 

 How can international students integrate better? 

 Should student activities and inclusion of international students be rewarded? 

 

3. The Quota scheme 

 

The quota scheme is a system where students from a select group of developing countries will 

be educated in Norway before returning to their home country. The scheme is under serious 

consideration in KD, mainly because some of the students are going to Canada instead of 

going home. The debate around the scheme belongs to the debate on brain drain, where highly 

trained students in developing countries go to work in rich countries instead of going home. 

Several of these send money home to their families in their country of origin. 

 

The current government is considering introducing tuition fees for international students 

outside the EU. In return they consider the money from the tuition fees should be spent to 

increase the quota scheme or form a scholarship grant for international students. 

 

 What should ISU on development policy follow? 

 Should ISU argue to keep the status quo? 

 Are there contradictions between the solidarity and internationalisation? 

 What should ISU think about the link between the tuition fees and quote scheme? 

The quota scheme is an important aid policy tool for raising the level of education in 

developing countries while helping to strengthen the Norwegian academic community. It is 

important that the scheme touches the cooperation of various institutions so that students from 

less reputable institutions may be admitted as quota students. It must be ensured that quota 

students travel back to their region, to provide expertise to their communities, as this is an 

important premise of the quota system. 

 

4. Local branch continuity handbook and practical documents update 

 

ISU has handbook that is designed to help ISU Local Branches Board members elected to 

understand what ISU is all about and how you can get going on at the organisation, relation 

with other ISU local branches and ISU Norway National Board.  

 

It was created with the purpose of maintaining continuity and to ensuring that the efforts of 

ISU Local Branches are clear, transparent, and readily available to all the new members of the 

ISU Local Branches Board. 

 

 What should ISU handbook cover? 

 As ISU expands how continuity should be pursued?  

 Should NS have a role in continuity? 

 

The ISU has a particular structure that enhances both central strength and branch 

independence.  
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To know about the ISU Local Branches and their president, please have a look at the 

following link: http://isu-norway.no/branches.php 

 

ISU is formed by 31 Local Branches, and are located in the following places:  

 Oslo: ISU HiOA, ISU BI, ISU UiO, ISU NVH, ISU HLT, ISU OIBC, ISU AHO, ISU 

HIOF, ISU Kjeller, ISU MF Oslo 

 Tromsø 

 Narvik 

 Bodø 

 Harstad 

 Steinkjer: ISU HINT 

 Trondheim 

 Volda 

 Ålesund 

 Stavanger 

 Bergen: ISU Bergen, ISU NHH, ISU NLA Bergen 

 Ås:  ISU UMB/Ås 

 Østfold: ISU HiOF 

 Gjøvik 

 Kongsberg 

 Drammen 

 Hønefoss 

 Porsgrunn: ISU HiT 

 Vestfold 

 Kristiansand: ISU Agder 

 

Further process 

 

The delegates at the Leadership Meeting should continue to work on these issues and revise if 

necessary and have a hearing internally among member branches. 

 

The NB should give the relevant external actors, such as NSO and SIU, the opportunity to 

provide input. The aim is that the NB can submit a comprehensive proposal for a revised 

policy to the Leadership Meeting 2 in April so that it can be set to National Assembly by 

October. 

http://isu-norway.no/branches.php

